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COMPARING TRANSPORT CONTRACTS

IN A MULTI-PERIOD SETTING

Xavier BRUSSET∗ †

Abstract. The optimal contract and contract parameters are presented when a

shipper and a capacitated transport service provider interact repeatedly to renew

procurement agreements for one product in a multi period game. Three forms

of contracts which enable credible information sharing are analyzed: a price-

only relational contract, a minimum purchase commitment or a quantity flexibility

contract. A back-stop spot market for transport capacity is available to the buyer.

Both transport spot price and received demand are dependent exogenous stochastic

processes. Conditions for equilibria which do not depend upon any assumption of

relative bargaining power between players are presented. If buyer and seller are

offered the choice of transactional form, Nash equilibria require tighter conditions

on contracts and parameters than previously envisaged in the literature. This paper

meshes together different research strands: supply chain multi period game as well

as recent supply chain contracts. Problems, which up till now were considered in

isolation, are represented in one setting.

1. Introduction

Prior to realization of demand, the buyer (she), is private to expected demand and variance

of this demand but not the exact distribution. The supplier (he) and the buyer share common

knowledge of the transport spot market price distribution function throughout all games.

However, from game to game, the characteristics of the future demand change so that at the

start of each game the provider cannot use past experience to guess at the exact demand

level or variance of demand the buyer will face in the upcoming set of periods.

We are interested in the repeated game where buyer and supplier take turns in proposing

one among a menu of contracts, negotiate the terms, reach an agreement, observe the

demand and the transport spot price, run through the number of periods allowed for in the

contract, and start again.
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The question addressed is how the buyer and supplier will decide on which type of

contract to adopt and at what contract parameters, given asymmetric information of demand

and common knowledge of transport spot market price.

Three types of contracts are compared. The first is the price-only relational contract

which we will abbreviate in the following as PRC. The second uses a contract based on

minimum purchase commitment (MPC) and the third is a quantity flexibility clause

(QFC) contract.

2. Literature review

The relevant literature to this paper proves why the contracts which are chosen here matter

and why they represent natural choices given the need to coordinate strategies for opti-

mal supply chain efficiency in the context of: a capacity-constrained transport provider,

asymmetric information, repeated games and competitive environments (both for the final

product as well as the intermediate input).

[5], building on [10], is one of the few who study spot market price and demand as

two random variables. In a game theoretic setting, the seller acts as Stackelberg leader by

bidding an option two-part tariff menu consisting in a reservation price r and an execution

fee e ahead of revelation of demand. the buyer decides to buy according to her estimated

needs and pays the reservation fee. This problem is solved as a dynamic programming

problem. This option on capacity problem bears close resemblance to the setting which

we will use in the present paper as the Minimum Purchase Commitment contract. The

difference here is that the buyer must buy from the seller the contracted quantity, even

when the spot price is lower than the variable fee that she pays for each effectively bought

unit.

[9] list quantity flexibility clauses and minimum purchase commitments providing jus-

tification of their usefulness in coordinating a supply chain and which will be considered

as proven here. This classification considers that each contract is chosen on its own merits

and not the common choice of buyer and seller.

[6] builds upon and refines [3] draws attention on the information imbalance prevalent

in most supply chains which has special consequences when the supplier is capacity con-

strained. The conclusion which is used is: the supply chain is better coordinated under

assumption of asymmetric information when both players set up a firm commitment for

capacity for which the buyer promises to pay a lump sum. This lump sum is a strategic

quantity commitment.

[2] later revisited in [1] and elaborately discussed in [8, 7] describe in detail the contract

model which inspires us : the total minimum quantity commitment where a buyer guarantees

that his cumulative orders across all periods in the planning horizon will exceed a specified

minimum quantity.

Since the two players operate in a repeated game setting, the general working of the

repeated negotiations before a contract is signed are taken by analogy to [4]. Moreover,

the informal price-only relational contract and the supporting arguments and references

developed there are also used here.
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3. Description of the model

3.1. Repeated game with bivariate output demand and transport price

The supplier already has the installed capacity in place but still needs credible information

about the required capacity so as not to commit more capacity than he can deliver.

No storage, holding or shortage costs are incurred for the service by the supplier. If

the buyer’s demand is not met, she incurs a shortage cost of such magnitude as to make

satisfaction of demand mandatory. The supply lead time is assumed to be zero.

We assume that demand Q (CDF: Fq(.), pdf: fq(.), mean µq) and spot market price for

the transport service P (CDF: Fp(.), pdf: fp(.), mean: µp) are exogenous, dependent and

follow a continuous at least twice differentiable unimodal distribution.

The buyer’s residual demand not covered by the long-term contract is resolved by buying

additional capacity from the spot market at the day’s spot price.

This model assumes asymmetry of information: the mean and standard deviation of

demand is assumed to be private knowledge of the buyer. On the other hand, the information

about the spot market price, mean, variance and distribution is assumed to be common

knowledge.

Time is divided in two kinds of buckets: a large bucket T which in turn comprises

smaller time buckets t. T represents the length of one game.

There are N games to be played if no contract is ever broken, N being a finite number

representing long term decision planning horizon for both players. At the end of the N

games, both players recover their ”liberty” to trade with the same or other players in the

sense that specific assets have come to the end of their useful economic lives.

Both know of a menu of contracts and select one according to the transport spot market

price distribution characteristics, utility functions and internal costs. In an iterative nego-

tiation process, each player take turns in offering one contract from a closed list. Both

contract and corresponding parameters are agreed upon. Then, in each period from t1 to tn
(say every month), demand and spot price are revealed and buyer buys sufficient transport

capacity from the supplier to meet the demand addressed to her. Within the same period,

if the revealed demand exceeds committed capacity, she turns to the spot market and buys

additional capacity at the going spot price. Delivery and payout occur within this period.

This is a repeated game which takes place a limited number of times N , a multiple of n+1.

Each party knows that a breach of trust represented by a failure to honor the contract

will trigger immediate rupture of relations. Shirking by the transport provider during the

contract is not possible because the outcome is fully observable by the buyer.

No assumption is made as to the risk aversion of the players or as their relative bargaining

power are made.

We will establish that a non-empty core exists where game equilibrium can be achieved

between both players. We shall see however that the fact that there are several contract

formats to choose from constrains the choice of parameters severely.
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4. Helping to choose a sourcing strategy

Which contract should the players choose?

4.1. Minimum commitment versus price-only relational contract

We find that the supplier will never choose the MPC over the PRC for any contract parame-

ters of the MPC except in the special case when the equilibrium in the PRC is pr = C/µq+V .

In this last case,

V (µq − Fq(q)(q − 1)) > I(1 − Fq(q)) + ϕ(q). (1)

This inequality is independent from any parameter of the MPC and hence from all bargain-

ing!

Theorem 1. When confronted by the choice between MPC and PRC, the PRC will always

dominate except when the following conditions on contract parameters pr , q,r and c are

fulfilled:

V (µq − Fq(q)(q − 1)) > I(1 − Fq(q)) + ϕ(q)

s.t.











































pr = C/µq + V

max
q

[

f ′q(q)(cq − I) + c fq(q) ≥ 0

]

−(c−V )Fq(q)(q−1)+C<r< 1
n
EU(Q)−cFq(q)(q−1)−I(1−Fq(q))−ϕ(q).

(2)

In all other cases, the PRC will be chosen over any MPC.

4.2. Quantity flexibility versus price-only relational contract

In practical terms, for both players to choose the QFC contract, the only solution is when

both contracts yield the same utility to both players. This means that

prµq = mµq + (θ + µ1
p)

(

µq − σq

µq

)

, (3)

In any other values for pr ,m, θ would make one player offer one contract only for the other

to offer the other. The following theorem flows

Theorem 2. When supplier and buyer have the choice between a price-only relational

contract and a quantity flexibility contract, they cannot agree on the same one unless
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θ < m

W = nµq.

(4)
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In this case, both contracts yield the same utility to each player and can be chosen indif-

ferently. In any other case, the core is empty, no equilibrium exist.

It is evident that these are no trivial results and yet they depend on very few conditions

except for the existence of a bivariate distribution and the ability for both supplier and buyer

to engage in different contracts.

4.3. Quantity flexibility versus minimum commitment

We now try to help the buyer and supplier choose between QFC and MPC, with both

contracts already satisfying equilibrium conditions to be selected versus the PRC. The

corresponding theorem can be enunciated.

Theorem 3. When supplier and buyer have already chosen either the MPC or the QFC

over the PRC, for the QFC to be chosen over the MPC contract, the following conditions

have to be met:























































































































θ =
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µq − σq

(C + µq(V − m)) − µ1
p

θ < m

W = nµq

pr = C/µq + V
C−r+VFq(q)(q−1)
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< c

I f ′q (q)

q f ′q(q) + fq(q)
≤ c

c <
1

Fq(q)(q−1)

[

1
n
EU(Q)−r−I(1−Fq(q))−ϕ(q)

]

V (µq − Fq(q)(q − 1)) < I(1 − Fq(q)) + ϕ(q).

(5)

The MPC contract will be preferred over the QFC when























































pr = C/µq + V
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q f ′q (q)+ fq(q)

1
Fq(q)(q−1)

[

1
n
EU(Q)−r−I(1−Fq(q))−ϕ(q)

] .

(6)

If any of those conditions are not met, the PRC will be retained.

It has been established that these conditions restrict any available Nash equilibria when,

first, several contracting mechanisms are available to a capacity-constrained supplier and a

buyer, and second, that they depend on the terms of the bivariate distribution, the cost of

information, the supplier’s production costs and the buyer’s utility function.
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5. Numerical example

Under the numeric scenario which has been omitted here for lack of space, both buyer and

supplier can only balance between a MPC contract and a PRC. It has been shown that the

achievable equilibria open for both supplier and buyer are heavily constrained by the menu

of contracts open to them in the first place. Whatever the length and number of games,

the choice of the best possible contract depends mainly on the demand and input price

characteristics. But, ceter paribus if those characteristics are the same, the chosen contract

will also be the same.

In the numerical example, the PRC dominates except when the supplier is beaten into

relinquishing any supply chain profit in favor of the buyer. In the latter case, the supplier is

better off choosing a MPC where he stands to make a possible margin over this ”economic”

profit. Notice how this result is independent of the risk aversion of the supplier.

6. Conclusion

The choice of contracts studied here coordinate both supplier and buyer in a multi-period

supply chain setting with stochastic demand and transport price and with asymmetric infor-

mation. This is due to the faculty of both players to suggest alternatively different menus

of contract parameters and different contracts which credibly signal the information to the

other party.

A QFC or a MPC will clearly not be favored by either party when a PRC is available.

Effectively, except for the particular case when the parameters of the PRC are set so low

as to deny the supplier any rent from the supply chain, the PRC will always be preferred.

This result is interesting as it appears even when no assumption as to relative bargaining

power is made and whatever the players’ risk aversion.

Future research should explore alternative game theoretic settings in which supplier

and buyer can interact. Among evolutions from this paper, comparisons with other forms

of transport contracts could be quantified. Contrarily to the conclusions expressed in the

literature which commonly centers on just one form of contract, the outcome of a repeated

game with a choice of contracts is not trivial and the existence of Nash equilibria in each

are constrained by the other branches of the alternative. In such a repeated game, the

information can be signalled credibly and this allows both supplier and buyer to negotiate

the best possible terms of the best contract.
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